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3 Things You Should Know About 
Executive Skills

• What they are: brain-based skills that take a 
minimum of 25 years to reach full 
maturation.

• Until these skills are fully mature, it’s the 
job of parents and teachers (and adults who 
work with kids) to act as surrogate frontal 
lobes.

• It is also the job of parents, teachers, etc. to 
ensure that kids grow their own executive 
skills.

Executive Skills that Underlie 
School Success

Foundational Skills

• Response Inhibition

• Working Memory

• Emotional Control

• Flexibility

• Sustained Attention

• Task Initiation

Advanced Skills

• Planning/Prioritizing

• Organization

• Time Management

• Goal-Directed 
Persistence

• Metacognition
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3 key strategies for promoting 
executive skill development

1. Modify the environment to reduce the 
impact of weak executive skills.

2. Teach the teen the weak skill.

3. Motivate the teen to use and practice the 
weak skill. 
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Coaching is the vehicle for 
supporting these strategies

Coaching is well-suited to the 
developmental stage 

of adolescence because:

• It moves the student away from reliance on 
his parents for supervision around school 
work;

• It gives the student some control over their 
choices;

• It helps the student learn to make good 
decisions about how they study;
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Coaching is well-suited to the 
developmental stage 

of adolescence because:

• It helps students learn to evaluate their own 
performance and make plans for 
improvement;

• It gives students the tools they need to 
achieve both success and autonomy;

• It helps students set goals that are student-
driven and provides feedback about their 
success. 

Differences Between Coaching 
Elementary Students and Secondary 

Students

How We Got Started with Coaching
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“What is an ADD Coach?”

“The person is just what the name implies: 

an individual standing on the sidelines with 

a whistle around his or her neck barking 

out encouragement, directions, and 

reminders to the player in the game. The 

coach can be a pain in the neck 

sometimes, dogging the player to stay 

alert, in the game, and the coach can be a 

source of solace when the player feels 

ready to give up.”

The coaching concept

• The concept of a coach is slippery. Coaches are 
not teachers, but they teach. They’re not your 
boss—in professional tennis, golf, and skating, 
the athlete hires and fires the coach—but they 
can be bossy. They don’t even have to be good 
at the sport…Mainly, they observe, they judge, 
and they guide. (Atul Gawande, 2011)

• Read more 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/10/03
/111003fa_fact_gawande#ixzz1cj72OpU8

Élite performers, researchers say, must engage in 
“deliberate practice”—sustained, mindful efforts to 
develop the full range of abilities that success requires. 
Expertise, as the formula goes, requires going from 
unconscious incompetence to conscious incompetence to 
conscious competence and finally to unconscious 
competence. The coach provides the outside eyes and 
ears, and makes you aware of where you’re falling short. 
This is tricky. Human beings resist exposure and critique; 
our brains are well defended. So coaches use a variety of 
approaches—showing what other, respected colleagues 
do, for instance, or reviewing videos of the subject’s 
performance. The most common, however, is just 
conversation.

http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/10/03/111003fa_fact_gawande#ixzz1cj72OpU8
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Coaching is a bit like editing
• “Perkins has the intangible faculty of giving you 

confidence in yourself and the book you are 
writing,” one of his writers said in a New Yorker 
Profile from 1944. “He never tells you what to do,” 
another writer said. “Instead, he suggests to you, 
in an extraordinarily inarticulate fashion, what you 
want to do yourself.”

• Read more 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/10/03/1
11003fa_fact_gawande#ixzz1cj7FUJbT

“Human beings are happier, more 
cooperative and productive, and more 
likely to make positive changes in their 
behavior when those in positions of 
authority do things with them rather 
than to them or for them.”

~Ted Wachtel

International Institute for 

Restorative Practices 

COACHING

An intervention strategy in which a 
coach (either an adult or a peer) works 
with a student (or group of students) to 
set goals (long-term, short-term, or daily) 
designed to enhance executive skills and 
lead to improved self-regulation.

http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/10/03/111003fa_fact_gawande#ixzz1cj7FUJbT
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Executive Skills that Underlie 
School Success

Foundational Skills

• Response Inhibition

• Working Memory

• Emotional Control

• Flexibility

• Sustained Attention

• Task Initiation

Advanced Skills

• Planning/Prioritizing

• Organization

• Time Management

• Goal-Directed 
Persistence

• Metacognition

Response Inhibition 

By making a plan and learning to set and meet 
daily goals, students are also learning to avoid 
the temptation of setting aside work to engage 
impulsively in whatever fun activities might 
compete with work demands.

Working Memory

Asking students to make a daily plan prompts 
them to remember all the work they have to 
do, including both daily homework and long-
term assignments. The daily plan itself serves to 
jog the student’s memory to ensure all work is 
completed as scheduled. 
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Emotional Control

Students learn to manage frustration 
associated with obstacles to goal-attainment or 
successful completion of daily plans.

Flexibility

Students with weaknesses in this skill practice 
it non only through managing obstacles and 
changes in plans as they arise, but, if necessary, 
through the coach working with them on how 
to handle assignments, such as open-ended 
tasks, that are often difficult for inflexible 
students. 

Sustained Attention

By asking students to commit to a daily plan, 
students learn that tasks need to be seen 
through to completion.
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Task Initiation

By asking students to specify when a given task 
will be started, the coach helps the student 
follow through on plans and begin tasks in a 
timely fashion.

Planning/Prioritizing

• In the goal-setting session, the student is 
asked to develop a plan to achieve desired 
goals.

• In daily coaching sessions, the student is 
asked to assess how well the previous day 
went and how to improve the likelihood of 
success in the future if problems arise.

Organization

• The coach can help students develop 
electronic or hard copy systems for keeping 
track of information or for navigating 
platforms (e.g., google classroom)
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Time Management

When making daily plans, the coach asks 
students to estimate how long each task will 
take, including studying for tests and working 
on long-term assignments, and how to fit in 
non-school related activities (e.g., job, sports, 
etc.). 

Goal-Directed Persistence

This is the overarching purpose of coaching: by 
engaging in the process, students learn how to 
make and achieve long-term goals.

Metacognition

• In the goal-setting session, the student is 
asked to develop a plan to achieve desired 
goals and to think of ways to overcome 
obstacles.

• In daily coaching sessions, the student is 
asked to evaluate their performance and to 
identify strategies for improving their 
performance.
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Key components of coaching

• Motivational interviewing
• Correspondence Training

• Goal-setting 

• Daily coaching sessions to make daily 
plans to achieve goals

• Teaching students self-management 
strategies

Why start with motivation?

Students “only do things they are 
motivated to do. The problem is that our 
educational system tries to use external 
force to mandate that students 
change...Students won’t really change 
unless their hearts are in it.”

Reagan North (2017)

Key MI Communication Tools

OARS

Open-ended questions

Affirmations

Reflections

Summarizing
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Questions that cannot be answered with “yes” or “no.”

Examples

• How are things going in your classes?

• What do you think gets in the way of you doing your 
homework?

• Tell me about how you feel about your science grade.

OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS/STATEMENTS

Repeat in different words what you heard the student say 
or was trying to say. ”The essence of a reflective listening 
response is that it makes a guess about what the person 
means.” (Miller & Rollnick, p. 52).

Examples

• Student: “I can’t stand that class.” 

• MI response: “You really don’t enjoy being in that class.”

• Student: “Homework is pointless. There are other things 
I’d rather be doing.”

• MI response: “You don’t feel  you get anything out of 
doing homework and it keeps you from doing things that 
are important to you.”

REFLECTIVE LISTENING

Pointing out the student’s strengths, efforts, 

achievements, and good qualities.

Examples

• “You are really insightful—you seem to understand 
yourself really well.”

• “I love the way you can ‘think outside the box!’”

• “The amount of time you spent studying for that test 
really paid off.”

AFFIRMATIONS
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Focusing on the key points of a student’s comments during 
a conversation. Summaries are an opportunity to 

periodically capture the essential features of the student’s 
discussion, to connect these features and present them 

back to the student. 

Example

• “You’ve told me that you think a lot of the homework is 
pointless and there are other things you’d rather spend 
your time doing. But you’re also not happy with your 
grade or with the fact that your parents are on your back 
all the time.”

SUMMARIES

Correspondence training

Correspondence training is based on the 
notion (well-documented in research) 
that when individuals make a verbal 
commitment to engage in a behavior at 
some later point, this increases the 
likelihood that they will actually carry out 
the behavior. 

35

Goal-setting

Extensive empirical research has 
documented the value of goal-setting in 
promoting high levels of performance—in 
both adults and children.

36
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Goals serve 4 primary purposes

• They direct behavior (toward task-
relevant and away from task-irrelevant 
behavior)

• They energize

• They encourage persistence

• They motivate people to discover and 
use task-relevant knowledge and skills 

37

In the first stage of coaching, we ask 
students to set goals

• Goals may be academic, social, or behavioral 
depending on individual students’ needs.

• We may ask students to set long-term goals, or 
we may focus on more short-term goals 
(marking period goals, weekly goals, daily 
goals).

• Throughout the coaching process, we remind 
students of the goals they have set—and we 
help them track their progress toward 
achieving their goals. 

38

Characteristics of Good Coaches

• They like kids and relate to them in a natural 
way

• They are empathic and good listeners

• They’re reliable, organized, and have good 
planning skills

• They teach more through questions than 
lectures

• They have training in coaching

39
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Coaching Ground Rules

• Must be voluntary with teenagers (exceptions 
apply to younger students)

• Coaching sessions can be brief but ideally occur 
daily in the beginning

• Provide lots of support up front; fade gradually 
with success

• Build in ways to verify student reports

Key Elements that Contribute 
to Coaching Success

• The student is in the driver’s seat (not the 
coach—and certainly not the parent!) 

• Make it voluntary with teenagers (exceptions 
apply to younger students)

• Use self-assessment tools that give the student 
insight into their executive skill strengths and 
challenges.

• Discuss long-term goals (at least with older 
students), but focus on short term goals and 
daily action plans
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Key Elements that Contribute 
to Coaching Success

• Start small; accept 

“baby steps.” 

Remember that 

Chinese Proverb: 

The journey of 1000 

miles begins with a 

single step.

Key Elements that Contribute 
to Coaching Success

• Start small; accept “baby steps.” Remember 
that Chinese Proverb: The journey of 1000 
miles begins with a single step.

• Coaching sessions can be brief but ideally occur 
daily in the beginning

• Provide lots of support up front; fade gradually 
with success

• Use visuals—both to track work tasks and to 
graph progress
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Effects of Coaching on Report Card 

Grades
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What makes coaching a successful 
intervention?

• The relationship between the coach and the 
student

• How well the coach gets to know the student
• It gives voice to the student; gives student 

respect/autonomy
• Student being personally invested in the outcome 

and participating in goal setting
• Student has the main role and decides his/her 

goals
• Quicker results, clearer results than tutoring
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What makes coaching a successful 
intervention?

• Surveys help kids learn/understand what is 
getting in the way of success

• Creates a mind shift for student as they can see 
what is/isn’t working

• Teacher/student see each other in a different light 
because they are working as a team

• Consistent feedback and check-ins
• Gradual release of responsibility
• The fact that it can benefit a student in so many 

different aspects of his/her life

What are the challenges that can limit 
coaching effectiveness?

• Time/scheduling

• Daily contact works best, but this is not 
always possible

• Lack of buy-in from student

• Loss of interest, lack of follow through over 
time

• Some students “aren’t ready” for coaching

What are the challenges that can limit 
coaching effectiveness?

• Time that should be spent coaching is spent 
“putting out fires”

• The role the parent plays (over-involved or 
unsupportive)

• Students’ executive skill weaknesses make it 
hard for them to identify appropriate goals

• Time of year (decline following vacations or 
at end of school year)
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Coaching gives students a voice

Coaching gives students a voice

Coaching gives students a voice


